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Abstract

A. HIS thesis presents an advanced modeling of power system elements such as transmission

line and synchronous machine for analysis of harmonics under transient conditions. Addi

tionally, it analyzcs harmonic resonance conditions in steady-state when electronic devices

are involved in a transmission network. The proposed models take aim on the dynamic

harmonic domain (DHD) technique. The advantages of this methodology over traditional

techniques are: its natural capability to accurately follow the harmonic content during tran

sient conditions. its ability to include nonlinear loads in a straightforward manner, and its

ability to serve as a visual active indicator of the steady-state in a signal.

The thesis is divided in three main parts as follows:

First, the basic power system clements (resistor, inductor, capacitor, and nonlinear

reactor) are modeled in the DHD. A major contribution of this part is the DHD modeling

of the transmission line, based on the traveling waves approach, and the DHD modeling

of the synchronous generator. The interconnection of these two network elements is also

presented.

Second, the harmonic domain is taken as a basis to analyze resonance conditions using

an cigenanalysis-based technique. The technique is applied to power system networks that

include transmission lines, underground cables, linear loads and switching devices (TCR,

SVC).

Third, the interconnection (in the DHD) of the transmission line and linear loads is

implemented in rcal-ümc using a custom C/C++ program in Matlab/SIMULINK environ

ment and a PC-cluster based real-time simulator from OPAL-RT Technologies Inc.

vii



Resumen

JljSTA tesis presenta cl modelo avanzado de los elementos de sistemas eléctricos de poten

cia: línea dc transmisión y máquina síncrona, para el análisis del comportamiento de los

armónicos cn condiciones transitorias. Además, se analizan las condiciones de resonancia

armónica cn cl estado estable cuando la red eléctrica incluye dispositivos electrónicos. Los

modelos propuestos sc basan cn la técnica del dominio armónico dinámico. Las ventajas

dc ésta metodología sobre las técnicas tradicionales son: a) su capacidad natural de seguir

con precisión cl contenido armónico cn condiciones transitorias, b) facilidad para incluir en

forma directa elementos no lineales, y c) su capacidad para indicar visualmente el estado,

transitorio o estable de una señal.

La tesis sc divide cn tres partes principales:

En primer lugar, los elementos básicos del sistema eléctrico de potencia (resistor, induc

tor, capacitor y reactor no lineal) sc modelan en el dominio armónico dinámico (DHD por

sus siglas cn Inglés). Una contribución importante en esta parte es el modelo cn cl DHD

de la línea dc transmisión, basado cn ondas viajeras, y el modelo dc la máquina síncrona.

También sc presenta la interconexión dc estos dos elementos en la rcd.

En segundo lugar, cl dominio armónico sc toma como base para analizar posibles condi

ciones dc resonancia mediante la técnica dc cigcnvalorcs/cigcnvcctores. Esta técnica sc

aplica cn sistemas eléctricos de potencia que incluyen líneas de transmisión, cables sub

terráneos, cargas lineales y dispositivos dc conmutación (TCR, SVC).

En tercer lugar, la interconexión de la línea de transmisión con cargas lineales (mod

elados en cl DHD), sc implementan cn tiempo real utilizando el código dc programación

C/C++ en cl programa Matlab / Simulink para ser procesado cn el Real-Time eXperimental

Laboratory dc OPAL-RT Technologies Inc.

viii



Introduction

Wc operating metí. I think. all agree that we have harmonics. I think we all agree that,

like the poor. the harmonics will always be with us. If we could get rid of them, we would

be very glad to do so.

J.B. Fisken (September 8, 1916)

1.1 History of Harmonics in Power Systems

OlNCE the beginning of the electrical power industry, problems associated with harmonic

components of voltage and/or current waveforms have tormented power systems engineers.

One of the first harmonic analysis was carried out by Steinmetz when a motor heating

problem was studied in 1893 [1]. He suspected the possibility of harmonic resonance due

to the motor-transmission line coupling and made supporting calculations and tested his

theory against measured quantities obtained with a primitive instrument known as the

"wave meter' (a type of galvanomctcr).

According to the specialized literature, problems associated to harmonic disturbance

have appcarcd in the following order:

• 1893 - Al Hartford Conn.. USA, a motor heating problem; probably the first problem

studied bv a pioneer harmonic analysis technique.

• 1895 - GE. and Westinghouse introduced a new generator design using distributed

armature windings to substantially improve the voltage waveform and overeóme the

problems of limited transmission line length and resonance effects.

• 1895 - Excessive neutral currents was reported when generators were solid grounded
and operated iu parallel (today a familiar problem involving zcro-sequence third har

monic).

• 1910 - Communications interference factor. Power and telephone services where placed

often in common rights-of-way. Harmonic currents produced by transformer magne

tizing currents caused inductive interference with open-wirc telephone systems.

• 1960 - Shunt capacitors are used as filters to improve power factor.
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• 1980 Power electronic devices. Nowadays, the most common sources of harmonics

are power electronic loads such as switch-mode power supplies.

Harmonic analysis is the ñame given by Thomson and Tai [1] to a method based on

Fourier series, first used in mathematical physics and latter used by Bernoulli and Euler

in the middle of the 18th century [1]. Maxwell applied it to physical (electromagnetic)
problems.

One of the first documents where the word "harmonic'' appcarcd and used in the context

of Fourier series applied to electrical systems is a paper written in 1894 by Houston and

Kcnclly, cntitled "The harmonics of alternating current"

The harmonic domain (HD) methodology, based on constant Fourier coefficients, was

pioneered by Xia and Heydt, using a decoupled positive sequence circuit for a full wave

bridge rectifier [33], [34]. Later on, Denscm et. al. reported thet the network must be

modeled in the abe frame due to the characteristic harmonics not being properly evaluated

by a positive sequence frequency [35]. The HD methodology was extended tot he dynamic

case i.e. with variable Fourier coefficients, for transients studies by Acha, et. al. [8], and it

is hereafter referred to as the dynamic harmonic domain methodology.

1.2 General Terms and Definitions

1.2.1 Harmonic

According to the IEEE Standard Dictionary wc have the following definitions [54]:
Harmonic: A sinusoidal component of a periodic wave or quantity having a frequency

that is an integral múltiple of the fundamental frequency. Note: For example, a component,

the frequency of which is twice the fundamental frequency, is called a second harmonic.

Harmonic content: (1) Distortion of a sinusoidal waveform characterized by indication

of the magnitude and order of the Fourier series terms describing the wave. (2) A measure

of the presence of harmonics in a voltage or current wave form expressed as a percentage of

the amplitude of the fundamental frequency at each harmonic frequency.

1.2.2 Harmonic Sources

Any device with nonlinear characteristics may be responsible for injecting harmonic currents

and voltages into the electrical system [3].
There are two general categories of harmonic sources:

• Saturable devices produce harmonics due to iron saturation, as in the case of trans

formers, machines, and fluorescent lamps.

• Power electronic devices function as switching devices, thus producing high frequency
components when passing from the "on' state to the "off" state and vicc-versa.

1.2.3 Effects of Harmonics

Power system problems such as communication interference, heating and solid-state device

malfunctioning can be the direct results of harmonics [4]. These problems are categorized

and listed below.
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• Communication interference. Magnetic or clcctrostatic coupling between electrical

power circuits and communication circuits:

- Induce line noise.

- Produce interference with power line carrier systems.

- Provoke relay malfunctions.

• Heating losses. The relation l2R involves:

- Excessive losses and heating in motors, capacitors and transformers.

— Blow capacitor tuses.

• Solid-state device malfunctions. A resonance condition can cause a current waveform

to have zero crossing more than once every half cycle, thus producing:

— Errors in measurement equipment.

- Nuisancc tripping of relays and breakers.

- Unstable operation of zero voltage crossing firing circuits.

— Interference with motor controllers.

• Harmonics resonance conditions. Produce excessive amount of harmonic currents

and/or harmonic over voltages.

1.3 Justification

In the past, measurements were the only harmonics identification procedure. Nowadays,

models of electrical devices have been modified to include harmonics in such a way that

prcdiction/analysis of harmonics in the network becomes fairly easy. That analysis has

been generally focused on steady-state. Nevertheless, the fact that disturbances, change

of loads, disconnection of network clements, and implementation of electronic devices are

continuous along the time, it brings the necessity of modeling network elements as function

of time-varying harmonics.

In order to account for time-varying harmonics, advanced models of generation and

transmission clements are needed. Among those elements one can consider the generators,

the transmission lines, and nonlinear loads (reactors, electronic devices, ctc.) as the most

important clements of a power network.

Additionally, a power network model is needed for analyzing possible resonance con

ditions due to harmonic interactions between its clements. A few works have proposed

analytical methods; however, they become impractical to apply for large networks. Thus,

the need of numerical techniques for solving the resonance conditions assessment, especially

when electronic devices are present.

1.4 Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are:

• To proposc advanced models of power system devices, such as: transmission lines,

synchronous machines, and lincar/nonlincar loads for harmonics analysis.

3



• To interface the proposed models to each other.

• To perform resonance analysis of systems including electronic devices tied to trans

mission networks.

• To perform real-time simulation of transmission lines and linear loads modeled in the

DHD for harmonics analysis.

i



Chapter _____-/

Fundamentáis of the Dynamic
Harmonic Domain

JL HIS chapter outlines the basic theory ofthe dynamic harmonic domain (DHD), primarily

involving the transformation of a variable from time domain (TD) to DHD and vice-versa.

The described theory is based on Fourier series; nevertheless, the DHD can be conducted

in other orthogonal series such as Hartley [5], [6]. Additionally, the DHD models for the

basic linear and nonlinear power system clements are described in this chapter.

2.1 Transformation from TD to DHD

In general, we can consider that electrical power networks can be represented by a linear

time periodic (LTP) system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). This set of equations
can be converted into a linear time invariant (LTI) system via the DHD technique [7], [8].
The use of the DHD permits to represent in a natural way the harmonic dynamics of the

variables involved in the system modeling. Furthermore, the time periodic coefficients in

the TD become constant Tocplitz-typc matrices in the DHD, as shown in the following.
Consider the LTP system for the scalar case

x = apx + bpu, (2.1a)

y
=

cpx + dpu, (2.1b)

where the subscript p stands for time periodic. Consider also that any variable (or coeffi

cient) in (2.1) can be expressed by its Fourier series with corresponding coefficients assumed

to be time-varying. For example. ./-,, and its derivative (with respect to time) can be defined

as:

xp(t) = .;■ -,,(/)-•
'*-»'

+ ■■■-._■ .*(¿)e--"^ + x0{t) + !,(<)«**« + • ■ ■ + xh{t)éhu-\ (2.2a)

iP(t) = Vr ./,(.)
- _7i*-.0x_*,(í))í--jW + • • ■ + *.(<) + * * • + (xh(t) + jhLü0xh(t))ejhu,°\

(2.2b)

where h represents the highest harmonic considered in the analysis and u>0 corresponds to

the fundamental power frequency. Expressing all the variables from (2.1) by their Fourier

5



series, as in (2.2), and by dropping out all the exponential terms, the state representat

of (2.1) in the DHD becomes:

x = (A-S)x-fBu,

y
= Cx + Du.

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

The variables in (2.3), represented by bold-type letters in this work, have been arranged

as harmonic vectors (generally complex) with time-varying clements, for instance x
is de

fined as:

X=[x_ft (.},-•• ,x._(t),x0(t),x_(t),--- ,-.,.(i)]T, (2*4)

where superscript T denotes the transpose. The diagonal matrix S is called the operational

matrix of differentiation and it is defined (using a Matlab representation) by [7], [9]:

S = diag {-jhui0, ■■■

. -jui0, 0, jw,
■ ■■

, _7i_.„}

Note that the derivative in TD involves the transformation to DHD as:

(2.5)

(2.6)(TD) ±<=-**x + Sx (DHD).

In addition, matrix A (as well as B, C and D) contains the harmonic coefficients of ap

in a Tocplitz-type arrangement as follows:

A =

a0 a-i
■ ■

C-h

ai a-o a-h

ah a0 a-i

a-h
■ ■

a\ a„

(2.7)

Note that since (2.1) has been considered as LTP, the coefficient matrices in the DHD

system given by (2.3) now become constant matrices, as in (2.7), thus (2.3) represents an

LTI system [10].
The system of coupled ODEs in (2.3) has dimensions of 2/t + 1 and it becomes decoupled

(diagonal) when dealing with an LTI system (i.e., ap, bp, r,,, and dp being constants).
Furthermore, the dimensions can be reduced to h+ í when considering half-wave symmetry;

that is, when only odd harmonics are considered due to sinusoidal sources.

2.2 From Dynamic-State to Steady-State

For steady-state analysis the Fourier coefficients of a time-periodic variable are constants.

Additionally, the derivative of a harmonic vector becomes zero. Thus, the steady-state of

the system (2.3) can be easily obtained by setting to zero its derivatives, yielding [11]:

x = (S
-

A) ^Bu,

y
= Cx + Du,

(2.8a)

(2.8b)

6



where now the harmonic vectors contain time-invariant coefficients, for instance:

F-fe. í
■*'— ' 1 i ■'■'O. *M . -Zh]3 (2.9)

The evolution of the harmonic content with respect to time can be obtained by substi

tuting for instance (2.4) for transicnt-statc or (2.9) for steady-state into its corresponding

Fourier series, similar to (2.2a).

2.3 Modeling of Basic Elements

For simplicity of presentation, in this work the basic clements of an electrical power system

are catalogcd by linear (resistor, inductor, and capacitor) and nonlinear (reactor) elements.

Their DHD modeling is presented in the following.

2.3.1 Linear Elements

The voltage/current relations for resistive, inductive, and capacitive clements in TD are

represented by:

in = £«,
ic = C

dv

vL
= L

dt'

dJL

dt
'

In the DHD, (2.10) can be respectively expressed as [7]:

Ir = YñV,

Ic = CSV = YCV

I; I»" YLV.

(2.10a)

(2.10b)

(2.10c)

(2.11a)

(2.11b)

(2.11c)

where Y/j, Y ¡,, and Yc are diagonal admittance matrices with their /i-th diagonal element

being equal to 1//?, jhuinC, and l/(jhuj0L), respectively.

From (2.1 1 ) one can notice that, for linear clements, there exists a perfect decoupling be

tween the various harmonic frequencies. In other words, no interaction takes place between

pre-existing harmonics and no new harmonics are generated.

2.3.2 Validation ofthe DHD with Linear Elements

To ascertain the accuracy of the DHD methodology, a case study including linear clements

is now presented. The results provided here were compared against those obtained by a

TD solution. Fig. 2.1 shows the test case where a source v(t)
*■***

sin(u-í) +
¿
siii(5a.0í), with

lxj0
= 377rad/s, is connected to the network. In the TD, the set of ODEs for the circuit is:

dl.
i,(t)

-At)

R/L 0

-1/C 0

ix(t)

Vr(t)
+

Yf/L
Y,

v(t). (2.12)

7
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Figure 2.1: Electrical network with linear clements.
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Figure 2.2: Current ir.

Table 2.1 Time/Error Comparison

Technique CPU-time RMS-error

TD

DHD

0.016s

O.OGls

5.3712 x 10
'

4.5623 x 10
'

By following the procedure outlined in Section 2.1, (2.12) is expressed in the DHD as:

d

dt

ix

Vx

■=

ld/C

0

-S

i.
+

r Yf/L-
(2.13)

where I¿ is the identity matrix with corresponding dimensions.

The numerical solution of (2.12) and (2.13) consists on applying the Trapezoidal Rule
with a time step Ai equal to 10//- for both TD and DHD. In the latter, five harmonics are



used. Fig. 2.2 presents the results with TD, DHD, and the analytical solution. Taking the

analytical solution as the basis, Table 2.1 shows the absolute error and the computational
time for TD and DHD, using a computer with 3GHz processor, 500MB RAM and Matlab

7.0.

From Table 2. 1 , one can notice that both TD and DHD give results with an error around

10~4 Additionally, from Table 2.1 it can be noticed that DHD takes almost four times the

CPU time required by TD. This is due to the increased size of the ODEs system in the

DHD.

2.3.3 Nonlinear Elements

Among the diflereut nonlinear clements within a power network, in this work the non-

linear flux/current relation i(t) = f(ip) has been chosen to represent a nonlinear reactor.

Specifically, it is represented by the polynomial approximation:

In the DHD (2.14) becomes [11]

i = atp + ¡3ipn

i = a* + 0*n

(2.14)

(2.15)

The harmonic vector «_■" in (2.15) is calculated by harmonic convolution, denoted here with

the symbol 0 and given by:

where

*2 = '4'(g>* =T0*,

Ipo V-l ■■• Ip-h

Ipl Í>o Ip-h

(2.16)

iph

i>h

V-o V<-i

Ipl Ipo

For the general case, it can be easily shown that

*" = ¥® •••<,.* =T^-1*. (2.17)

The completo representation of the nonlinear load requires the voltage/flux relation

v(t) = i¡>, (2.18)

which in the DHD becomes [11]

v = * + S*. (2.19)

9



2.3.4 Validation of the DHD with a Nonlinear Load

As a more elaborated example, consider the circuit shown in Fig. 2.3. It consists of a
source

u0
= sin(w0.) + 0.1sin(3w-í) + 0.05sin(5_.oí), with _.-

= 1, R„ = 0.1, La = 0.3, a lumped

parameters transmission line with R = 0.2, L = 0.2, C = 0.2, and a nonlinear reactor as a

load having a current/flux relation given by i = 1.2^ + Q.bip'A (all parameters in pu). The

set of nonlinear ODEs in the TD for the circuit is

X_

¿2

¿3

X' 4

¿R

= ax + bu, (2.20)

where

■o/L0 -1/L0 0 0 0
r

-1/L0

IC 0 -1/C 0 0 0

0 1/L -R/L -1/L 0 ,b = 0

0 0 1/C 0 -(a + (3xl)/C 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

The DHD counterpart of (2.20) is

X = (A-S)X + BU,

where:

(2.21)

A-S =

(fel-i + S) -ld/LB 0 0 0
"

-Id/L

i_/c -S -ld/C 0 0 0

0 Id/L -(flfc + S) -Id/L 0 ,B = 0

0 0 ld/C 0 -(a 1-/.*2)/C 0

0 0 0 Irf -s 0

The source in the network (sec Fig. 2.3) is connected at / **= 0 and the current through
the nonlinear load is calculated by solving both the TD set of nonlinear ODEs (2.20)
and the corresponding set of DHD nonlinear ODEs (2.21) with h = 15 and a time step
Ai = 0.0017 (rad/s). The voltage is shown in Fig. 2.4a where it can be observed that

the two resultant waveforms (labeled TD and DHD) are superimposed. It is mentioned

at this point that the accuracy of the DHD results depends on the number of harmonics

included in the modeling. In this specific case wc have taken up to 15 harmonics. being the

most representative in magnitude for the transient. Additionally, Fig. 2.4b presents the

harmonics behavior along the time.

2.4 DHD versus WFFT

The DHD technique has been further compared in this work with altérnate techniques
One of the frequently used methods for harmonic estimation is the windowed fast Fourier

transform (WFFT) [12], [32]. The WFFT consists on using a sliding window through the

TD signal for obtaining its harmonic variation via FFT operations each time the window

10
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x4
XS= V{/

Figure 2.3: Electrical network with nonlinear load, testing the DHD.

slides. However, WFFT suffers of several numerical errors, such as picket-fence, leakage,

ctc. as described in [4], For the example described in Section 2.3.4, the continuous signal
shown in Fig. 2. la is discretized with 1280 points and the WFFT is applied by using a

sliding window with 128 points wide (sampling rate of 7.68 kHz). In order to diminish

the leakage error, each time the FFT is applied, it is multiplied by the data window by

Von Hann (also known as Hanning). The corresponding results are presented in Fig. 2.4b.

From this figure, one can notice that the harmonics dynamics resulting from the WFFT are

unacceptablc during the transient period. It is also noticed from Fig. 2.4b. that the error

of the WFFT becomes smaller as the waveform settles to steady state, as expected.

It is important to mention that, although FFT-based methods are accurate and efficient

in stationary conditions, they lose accuracy under time-varying conditions, especially for

fast disturbances. Sec [13] and [14] for a detailed analysis of the WFFT technique and its

companion errors.

For this example. the computational times by the DHD and the WFFT are 11.5s and

2.5s, respectively. using a Pentium IV, 3-GHz, 512-MB RAM.

2.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter. the DHD technique was described and applied to circuit networks that

include linear and nonlinear clements yielding results similar in precisión to those obtained

by the TD. A major disadvantage of the DHD is the increased size of the ODEs system, thus

making the computational time larger than the one by using TD. Nevertheless, the DHD

permits to follow step-by-step the harmonics behavior along the transient with accuracy

dictated by a predefined number of harmonics and without the need of a postprocessing

procedure, such as the WFFT. Additionally, the instantaneous voltage/current waveform

can be constructed (step-by-step) from its corresponding harmonic (Fourier) coefficients

which are arranged as DHD vectors.

11
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Chapter ^J

Transmission Line DHD Modeling

I RANSMISSION lines are usually modeled for transient studies either in the frequency
domain (FD) or in the time domain (TD). A partial list of important developments in the

line modeling arca is [15]- [22]. In general, the line and its termination are considered as

linear clements. However, the increasing use of electronic devices and nonlinear loads in

power systems has produced the necessity of considering also nonlinear terminations in the

line modeling.
In this Chapter the model ofthe transmission line, based on the traveling wave approach

and combined with the dynamic harmonic domain (DHD) technique [14], is presented.

Additionally. the interfacing between the transmission line and nonlincar/lincar loads is

outlincd.

3.1 Traveling Waves Method in the TD

Considering the reference directions for a three phase transmission line as depicted in Fig.

3.1, the FD relations between incident currents (i1) and reflected currents (i") for both ends
of the line (and for a given mode) are:

lm
=

ttmode^nx (3.1a)

*■-.
= Hmodeímx (3.1b)

where /-,„,„■, represents the modal propagation function [23], [24]. Approximating Hmode

by rational functions [21], wc can express (3.1) as:

i'm = [ci(sI-A_)-1bl}C (3.2a)

i'„ = [c1(-I-A1)-1b1K. (3.2b)

In (3.2). the set of poles (k poles), obtained from the rational fitting, are contained in

the diagonal matrix Ai of dimensions kxk; the column vector b_(k x 1) has all entries

equal to 1. and the residuos of the realization are contained in the row vector c-(l x k).

13
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Figure 3.1: Transmission line reference directions

Additionally, s represents the complex frequency given by s = <x+ju. From (3.2) we define:

xi
= (.sí- A)) lb|i",

x2
= (.sI-A1)-Ibil;A

Now, the TD image of (3.3) becomes

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

xi
= A,-:, +bi¿^,

x2 = Aix2 + biiJA

Thus, the state-space realization for the two line nodes (m. n) is:

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

Xl

*2
=

Ai

Ai
.

Xl

X2
.

+
bj

bi

a
'

i"
*"m

.

'

i'n 1 Cl Xl

L ¡'rn ( 1 X2
.

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

It is mentioned here that the reflected currents ¿A' and /", are calculated at time / - t,

with r being the travel time. Additionally, the terminal relations in phase domain between

currents and voltages are described by:

Ycvm
- i,„ = 2/'„,

* c~Vn
~

^ti
—

^n'

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

where Y, corresponds to the characteristic admittance of the line. being also approximated

by rational functions. Following a similar procedure, the state-space representation of (3.6a)
is given as:

and of (3.6b) is given as:

x;i
= A2x:j I B2v,„.

im = C2x:j + I)_V,,, 2i'„,

x4
= A2x.( + B2v„,

i„ = C2X4 + D2v„ - 2iA

(3.7a)

(3.7b)

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

1 1



3.2 Traveling Waves Method in the DHD

Sine*. (3.5a \ corresponds lo a set of linear ODEs. its DHD counterpan is easily found as:

líHw*-.][:]r»]IS]' «
and the output rdation (3.5b) becomes

[£HQ *][:]■
The size and the arn_ngcu-ent of the state-rcalization in the DHD differ from the TD

fonnulatiou- Based oo (3.9) and (3-10). in the DHD -ve have the foUowing drfinitions «ith

corresponding dimensions shown in round parentheses:

Ai = -ii<i9 {ajlj. *2l_. . ..atl,,} . (kh x ¿A). (3.11a)

S" = diag {S.S. . . . S} . (*A x kh). (3.11b)

B5 = Trf.Ij yr.(t* x A). (3.11c)

C, = [nd.cAí ctUlAh x kh). (3.11d)

The time delay fur all harmonios is taking into account by:

r = éiag{e^'T e^ .l.e-*^ e-*-*1^}. (3.12)

FoUowing a similar procedure- the DHD state-space representation of (3-7) and (3.8)

¿3 = 1A2 - S'lxa + Bjv». (3.13a)

i» = Cjxs - I>.v-. - 24- (3.13b)

and

x4 = (A2-S')x4^B2v.. (3.14a)

i, = C-tXi - Dsv. - __£,, (3.14b)

íespectively-. where Aj. B*«. C-*; are defined in arcordance with (3.11a -- 3-1 ld i and Di =

d-_\r. In addition to the propagation equations (3.9) and the terminal relations (3.13) and

(3.141. we have to consider the terminations of the Une. This ts explained in the next

Section.

3.3 Transmission Line-Nonlinear Load Interfacing

In this sectktu tbe interfacing of the transmission line DHD model to a nonlinear load is

presented. More advanced tcnninations such as synchronous machine and power electronic

devices* are ouilincd in Chapters 4 and 5.

Consider that a nonlinear load (the reactor described in Section 2.3.3) is connected in

parallel to a linear resistive load (identical loads at each phase). both at the receiving end

15
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Figure 3.2: Transmission line end, nonlinear load

of the line (see Fig. 3.2). Henee, the expression for the entering current at node n is given

by:

i„ = -(a* + /.*n + R-1vn)

First, substituting (3.15) into (3.14b) gives

vn
= K {-(a + Z,*^-1))*

- C2x4 + 2i;, } .

(3.15)

(3.16)

where K = (D2 + R l)
l
Next, substituting (3.16) into (3.14a) and taking the following

voltage/flux relation into account:

* + S* =

vn,

one obtains the final relations for node n

X4 A2-S'-B2KC2 -B2K (tt + 0*(«-■-))
-KC2 -K (a + 04»(»-D)

- S

x.i

*
+ 2

B2K

Ifc

i„ = [ -R^KC, -(Ifc + R^KXa + 0*<»-■■)) ]
X]

2R-:KiA

(3.17)

¡A

(3.18a)

(3.18b)

(3.19)

(3.20)

In the case of a network with several transmission lines, the procedure described above

can be used. First, the incident currents are calculated for each line using expressions
similar to (3.9) and (3.10). Then the solution for each load node can be calculated by using
the nodal elimination as in (3.18). Finally, the reflected currents are updated with (3 19)
and (3.20).

Finally, after calculating i„ from (3.18b), the reflected current is updated with

Similarly for the node m

•m —

im im ,

3.4 Case Example

3.4.1 Harmonic Dynamics

As an example of the proposed model and the interfacing methodology, the sequential

elosure of a three-phase transmission line with the geometrical configuration as shown in

16
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Figure 3.3: Transmission line configuration

Fig. 3.3 is presented. The closing of phases a, b and c is assumed to be at 180°, 120°, and

60°, respectively. At the receiving end a star-connected nonlinear load is assumed.

Fig. 3.4 shows the phase voltages (va,Vb,vc) and the harmonic content of va at the

receiving end of the line. The results from the DHD are compared with those obtained

from the direct simulation of the system of nonlinear equations in the TD using a predictor-

corrector type method and a time step of Ai = l¡us for both solutions. Notice from Fig. 3.4

that both results (TD and DHD) are superimposed. Similarly, the corresponding currents

(i„,ii,,ir) and the harmonic content of ia are presented in Fig. 3.5.

For this example the per-phase nonlinear load, see (3.15), has been represented as a

polynomial of order n = 3, and h = 9 has being considered.

It should be mentioned that, although the direct TD simulation takes much less time

than the DIID. in the former the observation of the harmonic dynamics would need an

additional post-processing procedure, such as the WFFT.

3.4.2 Frequency Analysis

A further analysis of the waveforms presented in Fig. 3.4b and 3.5b has shown that, in

addition to the base low harmonics, mainly power frequency and third harmonic from

the source. also high frequencies (not necessarily integer múltiples of h) are present. For

instance, Fig. 3.6 shows the resultant frequency content of the current waveform from Fig.

3.5(b) by using the discrete Fourier transform (obtained here through the FFT command

from Matlab).

From Fig. 3.6, one can notice that the first nonharmonic frequency is about 748 Hz

(between the 12th and 13th harmonic). This corresponds approximately to the frequency

given by 1/It, being r = 334/-S the travel time for the 100-km line. The subsequent

nonharmonic frequencies are spaced by approximately 1495 Hz, which corresponds to the

first resonant peak of the line admittance (not shown here).
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Figure 3.4: a) Voltage at bus n, and b) Its harmonic content phase o

The results outlined in the preceding paragraph demónstrate that the DHD has the

capability of representing both the harmonic frequencies due to the source and the nonhar

monic frequencies due to the natural frequencies of oscillation of the line. The latter cannot

be represented cxplicitly in the DHD model; however, the harmonic coefficients take carc

of such frequencies by being nonconstant [11].

3.4.3 Power Quality índices

Since the harmonic vectors are considered as tiinc-varying in the DHD, the calculation of

power quality Índices can be made in a straightforward manner. As an illustrative example,

Fig. 3.7 presents the apparent, real, reactive, and distortion powers at the load in phase o.
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yielded by the DIID and calculated by traditional formulae [7]:

5 =

\

oo oo

E E l^n|2|/n|2,
m=—oo n=

—

oo

PY

oo oo

m= —

oo n=
—

oo

Qn =
.

¡SO

r ]Vnl|2|/m|2 _ VmI-mVmI-m,
= —

OO

/A

\
E E
'í=-og í/^-ooJnl^lml

'ml —m. '»■* —

ti
•

(3.21a)

(3.21b)

(3.21c)

(3.21d)

From Fig. 3.7, one can sec that the apparent power oscillatcs according to the line

frequency mentioned above and reaches gradually the steady state. A further observation

from Fig. 3.7 is t hal the envelope of the waveform presents an approximate second harmonic

oscillation (120 Hz). Further potential applications of the proposed model to the power

quality arca, such as the analysis of disturbances, can be seen in [25].
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Figure 3.6: Frequency spectrum of current i- waveform phase a

3.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter, a DHD transmission line model capable of including the dynamics of

the harmonics during transient state is proposed. The interfacing of nonlinear loads with a

transmission line has been presented. Additionally, it has been shown that the time-varying
harmonic coefficients are capable of representing the nonharmonic* line frequencies involved

during the transient. The validation of the proposed model has been made through the

original nonlinear ODEs in the time domain.
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Chapter T

Synchronous

Machine-Transmission

Line-Nonlinear Load System

JL HE interaction between synchronous generator, transmission line, and nonlinear loads

has a significant bearing on the power quality of a system. It is well known that the operation

of a synchronous machine under non-sinusoidal conditions can produce harmonics due to the

intrinsic frequency conversión dynamics that exists between the stator and the rotor. The

saturation of the rotor can enhance distortion in that frequency conversión process [26], [27].
In addition, the interconnection of a generator with an untransposed transmission line can

produce resonances leading to over-voltages, failure of substation equipment, and even power

system instability [28].
Several studies have been reported on the interconnection of a generator with a trans

mission line, a few of them dcaling with harmonics [26]- [29]. However, most of the existing
literature has focused on steady-state analysis. The need for harmonic analysis under tran

sient conditions arises for filtering, control, and protection purposes due to the proliferation

of a variety of nonlinear loads, especially fast switching powcr-elcctronic based loads.

4.1 Synchronous Machine Modeling

For this work, the notation from [30] has been adopted for the representation of a generator

(the terms generator and synchronous machine are used interchangcably in this work) with

two windings along the eí-axis (F and D) and two along the (¡--axis (G and Q). The following
definition is used:

e = u0t + erei, (4.1)

where u.0 is the electrical power frequency in rad/s, and the relative angle 9re¡ is the deviation

(from its uniformly rotating reference on phase a) of the rotor angle 9 (defined as the angle

between phase a and the -i-axis).
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The synchronous machine can be represented in the TD as:

vs

Vr

Rs

R.r

d

dt *r
(4.2)

where the s and r subscripts describe stator and rotor quantities, respectively. The stator

and rotor flux linkages are related to their corresponding currents by:

*s

*r

Inserting (4.3) into (4.2) gives:

Ls Ls7

Lrs Lr
(4.3)

V-,

vr _\\jr.

JL-ST-

\_jT dt
+

Rs

Rr
+

dl

L5r

JL-7-

In the DHD (4.4) becomes (without change of notation)

[r + ls
dt ( lr J (.

where (using Matlab notation)

Vs

=4
is

v>- di i*- +¿'-'

(4.4)

(4.5)

L, L.„

J_r

R = Wfc<-.og{Rs, R,},

Ssr = blkdiag{Ss,Sr},

Ss = blkdiag{S,S,S}, Sr = {S',S', S',S'},

S = dü.g{. . .

, -3jlj0, -jui0,jlxj0, 3ju>0, ...},

S' = dias{...,-4jw0, -2jwo,0,2j--o,4.7-._, ...}.

where it can be noticed that for stator (rotor) quantities only even (odd) harmonics are

used.

The flux linkages are related to the currents by

*«
"

Laa Lab Lac LaF LaD LnC l-'aQ ía

*6 Lba Lbb Lbc LbF LbD Lba LbQ h

*c Lca Lcb Lee LCF LCD LeG LcQ i<

\_F = LFa LFb Lfc LF Mx ir

*J3 Lüa Lob Lüc Lx MD íd

fG Loa Lgi> Lgc La My ic,-

Vq . LxQa Lqi, Lqc Ly Mq - ÍQ

(4.6)

To illustrate the DHD structure of the inductance matrix (1.6), consider only four rep

resentative terms, using ±3 harmonics for the stator, and :l 2 for the rotor, as described

below [28].
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4.1.1 Stator-Self Inductance

Consider the sclf-iuductancc for phase a

/.,„, =_.„ + L„, cos2(uj0t + 0O

Lm.
_P

_2.„ -j2c-„í , ^___ j20„ _2w„t

2
+

2

- Í4* +

JO , r-2 -j2__„í , r+2 „.2u*0(
(4.7)

The harmonic content of Lna from (4.7) is included in a Topclitz-type matrix. This

inductance matrix multiplies a stator current vector to produce a stator flux vector as

follows:

l "

Laa T~2
uaa

Ti
Laa L°aa

LL

I'2
^aa

Laa
r-2
--*•__

I2
'-'nn

T°
ljnn

'

r3
' "

VI/-3
■

***a

r1 $-1
■"■a

i+1la

i+3 -T,+ 3

(4.8)

4.1.2 Stator-Rotor Inductance

Wc have the inductance between phase a and the field winding as

LaF =MF cos(a.0í + 90)

_ Mp_
~

AT

Mp

2
e-i»oe-iu.t + ^¿ie.ju.t

-

uaFe -x- L,aFe (4.9)

The resultant inductance matrix multiplies a rotor current vector to produce a stator

flux vector as follows:

L-laF

aF Kxf
KlF L~laF

L+laF

r r2
'

-

-T--3 "I

'o

lF

i°lF
Y2

9-i

- lF - *+3
a

(4.10)

4.1.3 Rotor-Stator Inductance

In this case we have the inductance between the field winding and phase a, Lpa = Lap.

The resultant inductance matrix multiplies a stator current vector to produce a rotor flux

vector as follows:

r lhah Klar

'

r3 1la

it1

g>-2

L+laF L'laF = *F
- LaF L~laF .

*+2
l VF i

(4.11)
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4.1.4 Rotor-Self Inductance

Consider the field inductance matrix, which multiplies a rotor current vector to produce a

rotor flux vector as follows:

(4.12)

All matrices in (4.8), (4.10)-(4.12) and the ones obtained from similar inductance terms,

are used to form the total inductance matrix in (4.6).
The steady-state solution can be obtained by setting to zero the derivativos with respect

to time in (4.5).

Altcrnatively, (4.5) can be expressed in a compact form as

í *al
"

*F2 1
i° = *F
i+2L lF J «J-

+ 2

L *
F .

dt

is

i*-
.

= A9
Ís

ir
+ L"1

Vs

V,.
(4.13)

where:

-i{r + LS_.+¿l}
Additionally, the mechanical dynamics of the machine is described (for a singlc-mass

rotor) by:

9 = U!Tcl
—

LV0,

(4.14a)

(4.14b)

where kd represents a damping constant, Tm is the mechanical torque, and the electrical

torque is given by:

TK = -ÍT-— Í.
2" d9-

(415)

In (4.15) the currents vector (i) contains stator and rotor currents. Also, from (4.15)
one can notice that the complete set of harmonics contribute to the scalar electrical torque.

4.2 Interfacing Line and Synchronous Machine

The transmission line model in the DHD (sec Chapter III) is now interfaced to the syn

chronous machine equations. In addition, linear /nonlinear loads connected at the receiving
end of the line are included to form a small network.

From the output expression (3.13) the relation between sending end voltage and current

is given by (note that im = — Ís and v., = vm)

vs
= D-1(2i's-C2x3-is) (4.16)

Substituting (4.5) into (3.13a) and taking into account (1.13) the transmission line and

the generator models are linked as

x3 = (A2
- S - B2D2-1C2)x3 + 2B2D2 % I.2D2 'i„ (1.17)
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-

Lg-11D2-1C2x3 + 2L¡11D2-1í; + L^vr, (4.18)

where

C_„, —

— L
Rs + D2"

R.r-
+ Líbsr + gjj*l}-

Combining ( 1.17) and (1.18) into a state-space representation, wc obtain

B2D2
-i

-L^D^C.
6202"^

2L9l1D2-1
2B2Ü2-1

l*í
Vr

1 is

ir
2

X3

d
is

dt
ir

X3
.

(4.19)

4.3 Algorithm for Transient Harmonic Analysis

The complete sel of ODEs representing the gcnerator-line-load system given by (3.16),

(3.18), (4.19), and (1.14) considering a nonlinear load at the end ofthe line, can be expressed
in compact form as

Xe Xe

XtTí

+
Be

B„
(4.20)

where xe and x„, represent the harmonic vectors of electrical and mechanical state variables,

respectively. Since the generator contains slow and fast dynamics at the same time, a

hybrid algorithm is used for the numerical integration of (4.20) such that the stiffness of

the complete system is overeóme. The algorithm consists of the following four steps:

Step 1 . Assume that the simulation begins with the system in steady-state. Initialize

all the system variables.

Step 2. Using the Trapezoidal Rule for (4.20) the electrical state variables and the

electrical torque are calculated at steps k+l and k + 1/2 by

B

where

and

mixr = m2x¿' + -^-(ufc + ufc+i),

Bk
mí"2 - n2x£ + -^(uk + Ufe+1/2),

m,.2
= ( ¿I -FÍA* ), n,,2

= ( ¿I^jA* ),

X¿' = [x1,X2,X3,X4,Ír.,Ís]T

The electrical torque is obtained by

Tk+i/2 _ l-T d
-rfc+1/2-

Je
~

ñls,k+l/2YJQ Ii¡,fc+_/2-

(4.21a)

(4.21b)

(4.22)
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Step 3. First, a predicted valué of wre¡ is given by

p.^'2 = P2<rT:r + ^vr^
-

Tm), (4.23)

where Pl,2
= Y.

=F ^-

Then, a corrected valué for 9rei is obtaining using

n/c+3/2
_

„*:+l/2 Aí A:+3/2 fc+1/2

+:f(r:r +rr:ri-^At. (4.24)

Finally, with á>re,
'
and 9r*t calcúlate inductance matrix l¡6

'
with

• fc+i
_ i^_t fc+1/2 , _^T fc+3/2

^L,+1 = &+l/* + ^r/¿)/^ (4*25)

Step 4. The average valúes for the electrical states and torque are computed as

xeo = (x£+1''2+x*+1)/2, (4.26a)

Tea = (l/2)x^Lfc+1xea, (4.26b)

Pl^ref72 = Pl^reV72 + ^ea
-

Tm). (4.26c)

4.4 Case Study

To ascertain the accuracy of the proposed algorithm, a case study is presented. The results

provided here were compared against those obtained by PSCAD/EMTDC. In this software

package the synchronous machine is based on a dq model (the proposed inodel is cntirely
in abe frame) and the transmission line is based on a frequency dependent line model.

Fig. 4.1(a) shows the test case where a 555MVA, 24 kV synchronous machine is con

nected to a Y — Y transformer with L = 0.08pu and to a lOOkin open-ended transmission

line. The geometry of the untransposed line is shown in Fig. 3.3. The synchronous machine

parameters were obtained from [31] . Simulation results for steady-state as well as transient

conditions are analyzed in the following subsections.
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m-

Figurc 4.1: a) Network system, and b) ends for a single phase to ground fault (I), phase-

to-phasc fault (II), and three-phase nonlinear load (III).

4.4.1 Single-Phase Fault

The simulation starts in steady-state with the far end ofthe line having a load with R = lOpu

and L = O.lpu. After 0.0332s (second cycle) phase c is connected to ground through a 10~3

pu resistance to simúlate a phase to ground fault. Then at 0.05262s the fault is cleared

and the same RL load is reconnected (fourth cycle, current crossing at zero) until a new

steady-state is reached (sec Fig. 4.1(b)-I). The instantaneous voltage waveforms at the line

terminal, phase c (c,,,.), from both the DHD and the PSCAD/EMTDC, are presented in

Fig. 4.2a. The corresponding harmonic content obtained through the DHD is also shown

(lower vertical limit set to 10~9) in Fig. 4.2b. For the DHD simulation up to the 9lh

harmonic was considered since the magnitudes of the remaining harmonics were negligible.
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From Fig. 1.2 one can notice the following:

a) During steady state all harmonics behave as constants, as expected.

b) Harmonics react instantaneously to system disturbances. Their dynamics are followed

in a natural way by the DHD whilst post-processing techniques such as WFFT would have

a slow harmonic time response [11], as proved in Section 2.4.

c) The proportionality of harmonic magnitudes for a given signal (voltage or current)

changes from steady-state to the transient state.

d) Harmonic oscillations during a transient behave according to the line resonant fre

quency. traveling time, and excitation-related frequencies, as proved in Section 3.4.2.

e) After removing _ fault, steady state is reached faster by low harmonics than by high
harmonics.

f) Simply examining the time-domain results it is difficult to discern the steady-state

condition. The DHD provide a visually active indicator of the transient and steady-state

conditions in « signal.

For this specific example, the fault produced almost no distortion in the electrical torque,

as shown in Fig. 4.3. Additionally, the machine speed remained constant and equal to 377

rad/s.

4.4.2 Phasc-to- Phase Fault

A phase- to-phase fault is simulated between phases b and c as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(b)-II.
The simulation starts in steady-state and after the second cycle a fault is inserted through

a 10
:i

pu resistance. Finally, after another two cycles the fault is cleared. Fig. 4.4(a)
shows the current at bus n, phase b (.„■,) and Fig. 4.5(a) shows the stator current at phase

b (¿sfc) with their corresponding harmonic content shown in Figs. 4.4(b) and Fig. 4.5(b),

respectively. From Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 we can notice that the system tries to reach a different

steady-state sequentially, and all of the observations from the single-phase fault case are

also applicable to the phase-to-phase fault.
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4.4.3 Three-Phase Nonlinear Load

The proposed DHD methodology is now applied to an example with a nonlinear reactor as

a load. For this example the simulation starts in steady-state, and after ü.0332s a nonlinear

load (o = 0.5. li 5 x IO6) in parallel with a 10 pu resistance is connected in each phase

at bus n. The simulation ends at 0.15s. In Fig. 4.6, the voltages at bus n are shown. As

expected, one can notice from the figures that the harmonic distortion is larger when the

nonlinear load is introduced into the network compared to the preceding cases using linear

loads. In this example it is found that nine harmonics were sufficient. In other cases the

number can be more or less depending on the type of nonlinear elements included in the

network. A steady-state solution using the HD can be used to figure out the approximate

number of harmonic coefficients required in a dynamic study.

Additionally, Fig. 4.7 shows the rotor current (ir) and its various components. ip

is the field winding current which produces flux in the direct axis (connected to the DC

source ofthe excitation system); ip is the quadrature axis winding current which represents
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slowly changing fluxes produced by deep-flowing eddy currents; ic is the direct axis winding

current which represents damping bar effects; íq is the quadrature axis winding representing

damping bar effects.

Fig. 4.7(b) shows the rotor field winding current harmonic magnitudes, where only even

harmonics appear due to the DC source excitation.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Voltage vn, and (b) harmonic content of v„a, for a three-phase nonlinear- load.
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4.4.4 Power Quality índices

Power qualitv assessment under transient conditions has a significant impact at the design

and development. of active filters. However, the traditional method of using windowed FFT

does not yield accurate harmonic information under transient conditions as show in Section

2.4. The DHD allows to obtain the power quality índices directly which can be calculated

by traditional formulae (see section 3.4.3).

Fig. 4.8 shows the evolution of the most popular power quality Índices (power factor and

distortion factors can also be derived) for the generator-line-nonlinear load example out-

lined above. As expected, the quantities are constant in periodic steady-state and register

significant. changes during transient conditions due to the dynamic harmonic behavior.
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Figure 4.8: Power quality parameters for bus n with a three phase nonlinear-load.

4.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter the DHD interfacing of the synchronous generator and an untransposed

transmission line for analyzing harmonics behavior under transient conditions has been

presented. The accuracy of the proposed methodology was verified for a single machine-

line-load system; however, the method is applicable to larger systems provided enough

computational resources are available. This is because in the DHD, the size of the ODE

system becomes large as the instantaneous variables are transformed into harmonic vectors.

It has been observed that the inclusión of nonlinear loads enhance the harmonic content

of voltage/curent waveforms. The applications of the algorithm includes the study of har

monics in transient state for control, protection and power quality purposes. and also the

study of ferroresonance.
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Chapter +*J

Eigenanalysis-Based Harmonic

Resonance Assessment of a

Network Including Switching
Devices

X HE harmonic interaction between a network and electronic devices can have a significant
effect in equipment functioning and performance ofthe corresponding control schemes [36].
This becomes especially important when some of the harmonics are magnified due to reso

nance conditions. The fact that switching devices produce a wide range of harmonics, not

all of them filtered out, and the fact that the network impedance changes continuously may

produce a possible resonance interaction that magnifies the voltage/current at some points
of the network.

Usually, frequency scans are performed to identify spikes in the driving-point impedances

of the network under analysis [37], [38], [41]. The harmonic impedance responso has been

also proposed for identifying resonance conditions by varying the length of the transmission

system while keeping the rest of the network parameters unchanged [28].
There are a few works using analytical formulations to identify harmonic resonances, for

instance the one in [39] is based on Floquct theory [40] and was applied to a simple lossless

circuit. Although this is an elegant way of finding resonance points, such theory becomes

difficult (if not impossible) to apply for larger networks.

A previous research work [24] has been proposed for analyzing the harmonic interaction

of a system including a generator and an open ended (or slightly loaded) transmission line by

using the HD technique. This work proposes the extensión ofthe theory from [24] to include

switching devices. The methodology is based on the cigenanalysis of the transfer harmonic

domain admittance (or impedance) matrix (HDAM) [9], [42] that relates the linear part

of the network with the one involving switching devices. The admittance corresponding

to the electronic device is expressed as function of its conduction angles. A swecping

of those angles provides the valúes where a possible resonance condition exists. Since

the proposed method handles conduction angles as variables, the calculation of voltage

resonance is straightforward without the need of iterative schemes or network simulations.

The extended method is compared here with a time domain based method, i.e., PSCAD/EMTDC
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Figure 5.1: Representation of the total network.

simulation. Although only illustrative examples are presented here, the applicability of the

method can be for instance in the analysis of resonances in HVDC systems and in large

industrial installations using power quality conditioners. The issue of including controls is

relegated for future research work.

5.1 Eigenanalysis Process

Consider the complete network divided in two subsystems, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The

partition is done at the bus where a resonance study is required, in this work it is the bus

connecting the switching device (see Fig. 5.1).
The eigenanalysis process described in the following is applied to calcúlate the resonance

conditions at that bus.

• First, the total network is formulated in the HD through its nodal representation:

ÍN

Ís
=

Yjj Y12

.

Y21 Y22

VN

Vs

In (5.1), i,v contains current sources and fictitious currents (set equal to zero) inside the

linear network; is corresponds to the injected current to the switching device. Similarly, vn

corresponds to the network internal node voltages and vs to the bus where the switching

element is connected. Elimination oívn in system (5.1) gives:

vs
= HiN, (5.2)

where the HDAM is given by H = -

[Y22
-

V^-Y^Y^]" V^i Vu. It is mentioned at this

point that the HDAM is a function of constant admittance matrices and admittances cor

responding to the electronic device. The latter are function of the conduction angle.

• Second, the modal decomposition of H is given by:

vs = TAT-HN=TMNm, (5.3)

where ÍNm is the "modal" representation of Ín and A corresponds to a diagonal matrix

with the eigenvalues of H . An altérnate representation of (5.3) is:

vs
=

¿j h-\tÍNm.kx (5.4)
k

where t¡_ is the fe-th column (normalized to unity by Matlab) of the eigenvector matrix

T. From (5.4) one can notice the possibility of an amplification of the output voltage vs
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Figure 5.2: Two-port transmission linc/cablc representation.

for each cigenvenctor t¡¡ by the corresponding product of A¿ and ÍNm\ the clements of the

corresponding eigenvector tk coniaining the information on which harmonics are amplified

by the A-th product \ici\mk-

5.2 Network Elements

5.2.1 Transmission Line and Underground Cable

The transmission line and underground cable are modeled as frequency dependent elements

using the HD [7]. In this work the following two-port network representation is used:

ik

^777

=

'

A B
'

B A

Vk

Vm
(5.5)

where

_1 = Yccoth(r.),

B = -Yccsch(r/),

where Y = \¡YZ
,
and Yc = VYZ~l are the propagation function, and the characteristic

admittance, respectively. The (A, B) parameters are calculated by using the complex depth

for overhead lines [24]. and Carson series for underground cables [24]. The corresponding

nodal representation is shown in Fig. 5.2.

5.2.2 The SVC

The representation of the static VAR compensator (SVC) admittance (composed by a par

allel arrangement of a thyristor-controllcd reactor (TCR) and a capacitance) in the HD

is [7] given as:

í-* O
nt "T" C/ ¡3 , (5.6)

where Sw is the switching function given by [7]:

,
= (<n + (r_)/(2tr),

i . h(J2 ,

awh
=

i
—

sin
——

cos hn + sin

hit V 2 2 )
jhe_

(5.7a)

(5.7b)

where ctj and T2 represent the conduction angles for the positive and the negative SVC

voltage terminal waveform, respectively.
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Figure 5.3: Simplified SVC circuit.

A three-phase SVC consists of three single-phase SVCs delta or star connected. The

representation of the admittance for a three-phase SVC in star connection is given by:

xsvc—Y
—

Y_svc~

o

o

o

*svc—B

o

o

o

Isur.— C

(5.8)

The delta connection has been used to confine the 3rd, 9th, and 15th harmonic currents

within the delta connection. The expression of the admittance for the SVC delta connection

is given by (5.9)

i
svc—A

—

1
Y„ -A/B + Y,svc—C/A

-Y.

'svc—A/B

'
svc—A/B

^svc-B/C + Ysvc-A/B

'svc-C/A

-Y.

svc—C/A -y.svc-B/C Y_

svc-B/C

vr
-

C/A + Y„svc-B/C

(5.9)

5.3 Illustrative Example

One of the first works on analyzing resonance conditions including electronic devices is

presented in [39], where a comprehensivo analysis ofthe circuit shown in Fig. 5.3 is described,

finding two resonance points at cr = 48° and a = 64.3° In that work, the first point
was corroborated by a numerical method whilst the second one was not found [39]. The

eigenanalysis-based method proposed here is used to confirm the existence of those points.

The relations for the linear network and for the electronic device are:

v_
= LnS{i„

-

_-.]

Va S'lSw + CS '
.*•*.*•*

(5.10a)

(5.10b)

respectively.

According to the quantities (5.4), the upper plot in Fig. 5.4 shows the magnitude of

the eigenvalues Afc, the middle plot the magnitude of the producís \__titmk an(l the lower

plot the norm of vs obtained by swccping the conduction angle (considering that <r* = ct2)
of the TCR from 0o to 180°

The harmonic components of vs are shown in Fig. 5.5, for three different conduction

angles (48°, 64°, and 90°). Notice that the first two angles, predicted in [39], correspond
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Figure 5.4: Magnitude of eigenvalues A, product Aim, and norm of the voltage.

to resonance conditions with the one equal to 64° noticeable only in the upper plot of Fig.

5.4. Also, froin Fig. 5.5 one can notice that the conduction angle 48° shows that the

resonance has its major contribution from the 5th harmonic. Additionally, Fig. 5.5 shows

that fundamental frequency does not present substantial changes for the three angles (the

third one has been chosen arbitrarily).

5.4 Transmission Network Example

A more elaborated example involving the transmission network shown in Fig. 5.5, is pre

sented iu this Section. The transmission network consists on a lOkm long three-phase UC

and two identical lOOkm lines. The geometries ofthe underground cable is shown in Fig. 5.6

and for the transmission lines in Fig. 3.3. An SVC is connected at bus 4 in star and in delta

connections. The parameters of the SVC are: Lta- = 0.323mH and C = 0.0109F. The rest of

the parameters are: a three-phase source Ea = sin(c.0í), Eb = sin(w0t + 120), Ec =

Tihx(txj0t Y 210), -.„
377 rad/s, Y„ = 1 x 109, Y* is a parallel load with R = 10Í2, and

L = 0.323H, and Y2 Yi = 10U.

Table 5.1: Resistivity and permeability of the UC

Resistivity ipílm Permeability \iHm

Conductor 3.365 x IO"8 2.85

lusulator 1 2.85 1

Sheath 1.71 x IO"8 1

insulator 2 2.51 1
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Figure 5.6: Untransposed underground cable configuration.

5.4.1 SVC Star Configuration at Bus 4

The characteristic quantities given by (5.4) are presented in Fig. 5.8, where two resonance

points are clearly visible, i.e. at 44° and 127".

The harmonic components of v_ are shown in Fig. 5.9 for three different conduction

angles, in this case chosen as the two corresponding to resonance condition angles and an

arbitrary angle where the voltage is elose to unity. The analysis was done considering up

to the 51st harmonic, showing in Fig. 5.9 only the first 10 harmonics. From Fig. 8 one can

notice that, for this network, the major contribution to the resonance is by the fundamental

frequency.

Fig. 5.10 shows the voltage at bus 4 with an angle equal to 127" (a resonance condition).

Note that due to the untransposed transmission lines, the resultant voltages are different

in magnitude.
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The results provided in Fig 5.10 were compared against those obtained by PSCAD/EMTDC.
In this software package the ground plañe for the underground cable is solved by the

Wedephol's approximation method of Pollaczek's integral and the SVC was built based

on three SVCs as described by (5.8). Fig. 5.11 shows the voltage during obtained by

PSCAD/EMTDC where it can be noticed that it takes about a second to reach the steady-
state. A cióse up of Fig. 5.11 is presented in Fig. 5.12, where a clear agreement between

the proposed method and PSCAD/EMTDC is observed.
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Figure 5.11: Voltage v¡_ in resonance conditions obtained from PSCAD/EMTDC.
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5.4.2 SVC Delta Configuration at Bus 4

The network from Fig. 5.7 is now simulated with a delta-connected SVC. The results ofthe

eigenvalue analysis are presented in Fig.5. 13 where three resonance points can be observed.
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Figure 5.15: Voltage Vi_ in resonance conditions angles of 134°

As in the star configuration, the harmonic components of í»2 are shown in Fig. 5.14 for

three different conduction angles, in this case chosen as the two eigenvalues corresponding

to resonance condition angles and an arbitrary angle where the voltage is cióse to unity.

The analysis was done considering up to the 51 harmonic, showing in Fig. 5.14 only the

first 10 harmonics which are the most representativos for this example. Also, it can be

seen a poor contribution of the harmonics 3lh
,
9,h and 15"' to the total signal. From Fig.

5.15, unlike Fig.5.6, the voltage magnitude is seen to be elose to balance conditions due to

the delta connection, and the resonance at 134" has produced a voltage 2.5times of the the

source.
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5.5 Conclusions

A harmonic domain methodology, based on eigenanalysis, has been used to assess resonance

conditions ou x network that includes electronic devices. It has been observed that, in these

networks, resonances can arise due to the harmonic interaction with the electronic device,

depending on the angle operation of the latter. This can produce failures in the network

and tripping of protective devices.

It has been observed that the resonance condition does not depend only on the biggest

eigenvalue, bul on its product with the source component iNmk-
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Chapter \J

Real-Time Implementation

¡jIMULATION has always been the pillar at all stages of the development and opera

tion of power systcms-planning, design, prototyping, and testing [50]. Digital computers
and analog simulators, based on scale-down models, were the elements commonly used to

emulate and predict the behavior of actual power systems. Nowadays, digital simulators

have replaced those clements. Currently, several offline digital simulation software tools are

available, with several degrees of modeling and simulation capabilities. Among these tools

are PSCAD/EMTDC, MATLAB/SIMULINK, EMTP-RV, PSS/E, and SPICE. However,

one of their main drawbacks is that they often lack the capability of interfacing with actual

hardware, such as digital controllers or protective relays. A real-time digital simulator with

adequate computational bandwindth can overeóme this obstacle. The main requirement of

a real time digital simulator is to ensure that the calculation for a time-step is completed

within the chosen step-size.

There are several real-time simulators reported in the literature which are based on

different specialized processors such as DSP, RISC, and VLSI technology [43]- [48]. In this

chapter a real-time simulation of the transmission line in the DHD and linear loads was

carried out on a statc-of-art PC-Cluster based real-time simulator [32]. The simulator is

in the Rcal-Tiinc experimental Laboratory (RTX-Lab) in the Power Engineering Group at

the University of Alberta.

6.1 RTX-Lab Simulator Details

6.1.1 Hardware

Fig. 6.1 shows the hardware architecture of the RTX-Lab. The simulator has been built

on a high-speed computer cluster (known as the target) which works as the main com

putational engine, and also on a host cluster which is used for model development and

monitoring the results. Additionally, field prograrnmable gate arrays (FPGA)-bascd I/Os

provide external communication from physical equipment, and a gigabit ethernet network

is used for communication between the computers [51], [52].
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A) Target Cluster

The target cluster is the heart of the RTX-Lab. It contains high-speed computers that

work as the computational engine for the real-time simulator. During the simulation one

of the clusters works as the master and the others work as slaves. The master manages the

Communications between the hosts and the target cluster. Slaves are used for computational

purposes. The user is able to choose the master and slaves from the available cluster nodes,

sec Fig. 6.1.

For this specific equipment, the target cluster consists of eight cluster nodes connected

in parallel through two different communication links. The target cluster is highly flexible,

and the computational power can be scaled up by adding more nodes. Each node has two

3.0 GHz dual Intel Xeon processor that can be run interactivcly or independently. The two

processor communicate with each other through the shared memory.

B) Host Cluster

The host cluster is the group of computers used for the model development, compilation,

and loading the compiled programs to the cluster nodes. Through the hosts, the user can

obtain full access to and utilization of the target cluster. The host cluster is one of the

external hardware for obtaining simulation results and feeding control valúes to the target

cluster in real time. The number of hosts that can be connected to the target is unlimited;

the RTX-lab simulator currently uses eight hosts networking with the target cluster. Each

host has a 3.0-GHz Intel Pentium IV procesor with hypcr-thrcadíng (HT).

C) FPGA-Based I/Os and Signal Conditioning

Physical hardware of various types (analog, digital, PMW, timers, cncoders, ctc.) can be

interfaced with the target cluster through the FPGA-bascd multichannel I/O modules.

D) Communication

The four types of Communications involved in the RTX-Lab simulators are as follows: 1)
the internal CPU communication, 2) data transfer between the cluster nodes, 3) interfacing
the external hardware to the simulator, and 4) executable loading and results acquisition

between the hosts and the cluster nodes. All these communication needs have been ad

dressed by one o several corresponding communication technologies: 1) shared memory; 2)

infinity band link; 3) signalwire link; and 4) gigabit ethernet link, sec Fig. 6.1.

6.1.2 Software

Fig. 6.2 shows the software architecture of the RTX-Lab [51], [52],

A) Target Operating Systems

The target cluster runs on RcdHawk Linux, a statc-of-the-art real-time versión of the open-

source Linux. In the target the following functions are performed:

• real-time execution of the model;

• real-time communication between target nodes and I/Os;
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Figure 6.1: Hardware architecture of the RTX-Lab simulator [51].

• data acquisition and system initialization;

• implementation of parameter changos while the simulation is running;

• recording and sending data to the host or to any external monitoring devices;

• enabling I/O connection and signal conditioning.

B) Host Operating Systems

The host could be running either in Windows or Linux OS. The RTX-Lab host uses Windows

XP as the residen!, operation system. The host is mainly used to:

•
prepare, edit, and customizc the power system and the control models;

• manipúlate model parameters and aequire simulation results;
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• perform the offline verification simulation of the model in the Matlab/SIMULINK

environment;

• divide large and complex systems into subsystems;

• compile the model and genérate the executable code ready for real-time simulation;

• control the simulators task sequence.

C) Model Development Software

The Matlab/SIMULINK environment is employed for the development of power and control

system models. Most physical systems and their control can be modeled with the built-in

Matlab/SIMULINK tool-boxes; however, user-defined models and solver algorithms written

in Matlab or other high level languages, such as C/C++ or Fortran, can also be included

through the Matlab/SIMULINK S-function interface. Large systems can be divided into

several subsystems and distributed over parallel operating cluster nodes.

D) User Interface-Command and Control

The Matlab/SIMULINK environment provides the user with interfacing tools to monitoring

and controlling the inputs/outputs of rcal-tiinc simulations and control.
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6.2 Real-Time Implementation ofthe Transmission Line and

Linear Loads

The model for the transmission line described in Chapter III was coded entirely in C

language and embedded as a dynamically linked program (S-function) in SIMULINK.

SIMULINK uses a state-space approach to solve the system.

The network under analysis consists on a source v0
= cos(___í) + | cos(3_.0í) (see Fig.

3.2), and a lOOkin transmission line with i linear load admittance Y¿ = O.OOlpu (see Fig.

3.3 on Chapter III for geometrical parameters).

Figs.6. 3 and 6.4 show the voltage and the current at bus n for an open ended transmission

line (see Fig. 3.1), respectively. Also on Fig.6.5 it is shown the harmonic content of the

voltage at bus n. The minimum step of time was 50fis, the observation time was 0.5s.

From Fig.6.5 one can notice that the harmonic behavior during a transient obeys the line

resonant frequency, traveling time, and excitation related frequencies. When a steady-state
is reached the waveform shows a constant magnitude of the harmonics.
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6.3 Conclusions

Real-time implementation of the transmission line DHD model develop in Section III was

carried out in the state-of-the-art simulator in the RTX-Lab and results in SIMULINK are

given to demónstrate the performance of the model. The execution time of the simulation

is on a 50/-S time-step. Thus the problem of large simulation times originated by the nature

of the DHD has been overeóme using the real-time simulator.
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Chapter /

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

The dynamic harmonic domain technique was described and applied to power system net

works that include: linear and nonlinear elements, transmission lines and synchronous gen

erators. yielding results that were validated through TD techniques.

In addition. the interfacing of the synchronous generator-transmission line-linear/nonlinear

loads had been presented.

The DHD permits to follow step-by-step the harmonics behavior along the transients

with accuracy dictated by a predefined number of harmonics and without the need of a

post-processing procedure. Additionally, it has been shown that the time-varying harmonic

coefficients are capable of representing the nonharmonic line frequencies involved during

the transient. The instantaneous voltage/current waveform can be constructed from its

corresponding harmonic coefficients which are arranged as a DHD vectors. It has been

observed that the inclusión of nonlinear loads enhance the harmonic content of voltage

waveforms.

Power quality assessment under transient conditions has a significant impact at the

design and development of active filters. However, the traditional
method of using windowed

FFT does not yield accurate harmonic information under transient conditions, as proven

in Section 2. I. The DHD allows to obtain the power quality Índices directly which can be

calculated by traditional formulae (sec section 3.4.3). The applications of the algorithm

includes the study of harmonics in transient state for control, protection and power quality

purposes, and also in the study of ferroresonanec.

A major disadvantage of the DHD is the increased size of the ODE system that becomes

large as the instantaneous variables are transformed into harmonic vectors.

The problem of large simulation times originated by the nature of the DHD has been

overeóme* by using a fast real-time simulator. To demónstrate the performance of the DHD

models the real-timo implementation of the transmission line DHD model was carried out

in the- state-ol-ail simulator in the RTX-Lab.

In addition. the methodology of cigenanalisys used to assess resonance conditions be

tween a generator and a transmission line has been extended to include electronic devices.

This methodology presents an easy way to find harmonic resonance conditions through the

harmonic domain admittance matrix obtained at the point joining the electronic device

with the rest of t he network.
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7.2 Contributions of this Thesis

• Novel DHD transmission line and synchronous machine models have been proposed.

• A DHD technique for interfacing of synchronous machinc-transmission linc-lincar/nonlincar
loads has been presented.

• An extensión of a pre-existing method for harmonic resonances to include electronic

devices has been proposed.

7.3 Future Work

The DHD technique coupled with the fast computational facilities make it very attractive

for research. In fact, future research as continuation of the work reported in this thesis can

be listed as shown below.

• Switching devices DHD models including controls.

In this thesis the modeling of switching devices was only for steady-state analysis and

without controls.

• Dynamic harmonic domain electromagnetic transient program.

By assembling the DHD models presented in this thesis, a DHD electromagnetic transient

program can be created with the aid of the real-time simulator in the RTX-Lab.

• Hybrid DHD-TD method for electromagnetic transients.

Due to the characteristics of the DHD, models of clements in the DHD can be interfaced

with networks modeled in TD taking the advantages of both methodologies.

• Extensión of the eigenanalysis-based harmonic resonance assessment.

Following the basis explained in this work, it can be extended to add different switching
devices.
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